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Lin Hao thought of his daughter, his lover, his family and friends. It was like a faint light shining
in the darkness of despair.

Lin Hao gritted his teeth and gripped the Regulus Sword and forced himself to
stand up, while using the inscriptions of his consciousness, communicating with the inscriptions

within the Spiritual Domain, and once again travelling the distance, five minutes later, Yan Zhiguo
arrived at the windy mouth of the Two Realms Abyss based on that information that had sprung
up in his mind.

After Lin Hao had opened the Xuan Yuan Sword to the Eye of Silence, Lin Liu Li
seemed to have intentionally transmitted many unfamiliar messages to Lin Hao.

Through this information, Lin Hao also arrived at the location of the mouth of the
wind in the Two Realms Abyss.

Because the Xuan Yuan Sword emitted an aura of silence that was the same as the
surrounding area, and Lin Hao himself was surging with a terrifying life aura, these grey mists

could no longer harm Lin Hao.

This was what allowed Lin Hao to set foot in this forbidden place for all living
beings, the land of the dead, the Two Realms Abyss!



The Two Realms Abyss is an abyss that spans two worlds, more like a divine
sword cutting down a gorge that runs deep at the edge of two worlds.

A sword divides yin and yang, a sword cuts a two-world abyss, separating the
worlds of life and death, only as the mist of death envelops, the boundary between the two worlds
becomes increasingly blurred.

A vicious wind from the abyss of hell blew in, nearly lifting Lin Hao out of the

way, his soul and torso were trembling at the moment, almost frozen in an instant by the cold,
vicious wind.

Not bad for a man standing at the mouth of the wind!

The vicious winds of hell that blew into the Spirit Realm were all transmitted from
this wind mouth.

Clang!

Lin Hao pulled out the Xuan Yuan sword and gently rubbed the blade, the one
single eye on the sword blinked towards Lin Hao and the sword gently trembled, as if it had
sensed Lin Hao's thoughts.

Buzz!



Grey light blossomed as the Regulus sword erupted with an appalling tearing force,
the surrounding grey mist was rapidly absorbed by the Regulus sword's silent eye, forming a
raging whirlpool several metres wide like a giant whale swallowing water!

Lin Hao's hand grabbed the sword's blade and wiped it gently, instantly blood

flowed from his hand, Lin Hao didn't care about the pain and dripped it all down onto the sword!

Lin Hao's blood was full of dense life force, constantly making up for the loss of
the Xuan Yuan sword, maintaining it in a stalemate.

After a few hours, the surrounding mist was completely absorbed, and Regulus

emitted a faint ember glow, ultimately too horribly impregnated, and Regulus was basically

about to lose its divinity.

Lin Hao's face turned white, but he didn't dare to stop, he continued to bleed and
dip the Regulus Sword, at the same time, according to the information in his mind, he kept using
his blood to seal inscriptions on the Regulus Sword, one by one, obscure and mysterious

inscriptions were stamped on the Regulus Sword, the Regulus Sword's dark light gradually
dissipated and receded, instead, a faint emerald green fluorescence bloomed, surrounding the
sword.

"Whew!"

Lin Hao exhaled a foul breath, finally relieved that this was too difficult. Luckily,
the Xuan Yuan sword had been saved, otherwise Lin Hao was afraid that he would have lost too

much blood and simply died.



The inscriptions within Lin Hao's sea of consciousness blossomed with an

emerald green light, the breath of life continuously surrounded his body, and the lost blood was

quickly made up for, as Lin Hao's face gradually regained its rosy colour.

Without further delay, Lin Hao held the Xuan Yuan sword in his hand and used the
sword as a brush, ? Shan Pao Lu Er Zhai Serving Lu Pao? carving inscriptions into the void!

Above the void, a bucket-sized inscription was constantly being carved out by

Lin Hao, each inscription containing an endless source of life force.

Each inscription was carved in a powerful and sharp manner!

In half an hour, Lin Hao had carved a total of ninety-nine inscriptions, and the

power in his body was flowing wildly, even the one inscription left by Lin Liu Li in his sea of

consciousness was on the verge of collapse, but fortunately, the great formation was completed.

Under the control of Lin Hao's divine thoughts, the ninety-nine inscriptions began
to arrange themselves in an arcane manner at the mouth of the Two Realms Abyss wind, forming
the beginnings of a grand formation.

Lin Hao looked at the Xuan Yuan Sword in his hand with some reluctance, but
there was nothing he could do about it. Then with a violent fling of his hand in the void, the Xuan
Yuan Sword came out of his hand and stabbed into the void somewhere and stopped.



The next moment, the formation finally took shape, and the Xuan Yuan sword was
the eye of the formation!

Chapter 1992

This terrifying curtain of light directly sealed the wind mouth of the Two Realms Abyss, from
then on, if the evil winds of hell wanted to blow into the Spirit Realm through the wind mouth of

the Two Realms Abyss, then they would have to break through the formation at the entrance!

Lin Hao looked at the formation in front of him, and his eyes were complex and

appraised: "I, Lin Hao, am today going to suppress the Two Realms Abyss with my sword! Clear
the boundary between life and death!" Lin Hao stood proudly at the windy mouth of the Two

Realms Abyss, looking at the endless Two Realms Abyss, Lin Hao revealed a hard smile, it was
finally a success.

Only now did he truly understand the famous saying: the more you know, the
faster you die.

Knowing too much was not a good thing, as all this information flooded into Lin

Hao's mind, knowing that along with the coming of the Illusory Spirit World Era, a great horror
would come with it, enough to swallow everything.

That unspeakable despair was like an uncrossable mountain pressing down on
one's breath, suffocating.



"How wonderful it would have been if I hadn't known." Lin Hao sighed, he was
not a saviour, he only wanted to stop the great horror from coming, only for the sake of his loved
ones and friends.

In the face of absolute power, an individual's ability was always limited.

The current Lin Hao's origin was so severely deficient, to the extent that even the
inscriptions in his sea of consciousness were about to crumble, that he still appeared to have lost

none of his aura, but in reality, he was basically an empty shell.

Lin Hao stood in front of the Two Realms Abyss, gazing deeply into the abyss for
a long time, his body slowly dissipated, and through the residual power of the inscriptions, he left
the Two Realms Abyss and returned to the Spirit Domain, heading towards the entrance.

I think Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi and the girls had already left the Spiritual Domain.

Lin Hao had just come out of the Spirit Domain and found Vermilion Bird, Cang
Wolf and the others, including Lin Ruoshi and the others, waiting at the exit.

"Daddy." Lin Ruoshi jumped into Lin Hao's arms and adorably inquired, "Daddy,
what took you so long? It's been three days since you went in."

Three days?



Lin Hao was a bit surprised, he didn't feel that much time had passed, right?

"Is everything alright Brother Lin Hao." Lei Ling keenly noticed that there was no

difference in Lin Hao's aura, it was even a little stronger than before, but how Lei Ling looked at

it was fake, as if it was all an illusion, Lin Hao was more like an empty shell now.

A golden jade, but a defeated shell.

"What can happen to me, Spirit, you're underestimating me too much, aren't
you?" Lin Hao smiled breezily.

"Actually, I didn't do anything, I just went to the Two Realms Abyss for two days

to wander around and gaze into the abyss."

Vermilion Bird shook his head, "When you gaze at the abyss, the abyss is also
looking at you."

"Wrong!"

Lin Hao dismissed Vermilion Bird's words with a straight face, "When you gazed

into the abyss, the abyss had an old red face!"

Puff!



Lin Hao's words put all? Closed Zero Lu Pao Lu Xi Closed Love? Some people

were amused, the atmosphere was quite relaxed, although they felt that Lin Hao was rather odd,
but at least now they didn't think much of it as they saw that there was nothing wrong with Lin

Hao.

Vermilion Bird told Lin Hao that all the dragon groups as well as those family

exploration teams were now still digging for thunder meteorites and hunting thunder beasts for
spirit cores in the spirit domain.

At first, everyone was fleeing like mad as the death aura filled the air, but it only
took a short time for it to dissipate, so everyone didn't take it to heart and continued digging for

thunder meteorites.

In particular, some of these martial powerhouses actually gradually became

illusionary spirit masters by relying on the thunder meteorites after they had exhausted them.
These people all went crazy to dig up the thunder meteorites, and those with dao embodiments

went out of their way to fight the thunder beasts at all costs, as long as they could not die, purely
to consume the dao heritage in their bodies and adapt to the new era.

In this world, it's always the survival of the fittest!

But for safety's sake, Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling were prevented by the Vermilion

Bird from entering the Spirit Realm again.



"It's alright, it's considered safe now, you can continue digging for the Thunder

Meteor, it's not a big problem." Once Lin Hao had personally confirmed that there was no

problem, everyone was relieved.

Lin Hao let Lei Ling take his daughter to rest first, while he himself went with the

three Vermilion Sparrows to the Dragon Group Command in the Thunder Splitting Mountain
Spiritual Domain.
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"Chief, so far, our harvest within the Spirit Domain is all here, including the results of your mining
squad, a total of five thousand three hundred Thunder Meteorites, one hundred Spirit Cores and

five Thunder Space Special ThunderMeteorites, how many do you want?" Vermilion Bird handed
Lin Hao the list of the current harvest.

Lin Hao was a little disappointed, this harvest wasn't that high, apart from the

guard force, at least half of the Dragon Team was involved in digging and hunting thunder beasts,
there were over fifteen hundred people.

There were also hundreds of people from that family, it had been more than a

week and the harvest was only this much.

Moreover, the special thunder meteorites in this thunder space were really rare,
almost reaching a ratio of one thousand to one.

Lin Hao thought about it, "I'll take all of them except for the Thunder Space

Special Thunder Meteor!"



Cang Wolf jumped in anxiety and refused right then and there, "Impossible!"

Even Nan Hu shook his head very helplessly, "Chief, your appetite is too big, are
you treating the Spirit Domain as your own mining pit?"

Vermilion Bird, however, did not say anything.

"What's your hurry, I want this thing for sure, besides whether you guys agree or
not doesn't affect the outcome at all alright." Lin Hao finished by pulling out his phone and

hammering a call to the Dragon Master.

But? The only thing that made Lin Hao stunned was the fact that he was not able

to get a call. It was to Lin Hao's dismay that the person who answered the phone was Qin Yuxin,
whose clear, cold voice came out of the phone, "Lin Hao, what are you doing looking for my

father?"

"Hello Auntie Qin ...... ah shucks, hello sister Qin." Lin Hao looked a little

embarrassed, "I'm looking for your dad for something."

Qin Yuxin's face on the other end of the phone instantly darkened!

Aunt Qin? Young man, you're afraid you don't want to die!



Although Qin Yuxin was of the same generation as Lin Hao's father, there was
nothing wrong with calling her an aunt, but what woman wanted someone to call her old!

"Little bastard, just wait and see what I'll do to you next!" Qin Yuxin threatened
viciously and handed the phone to his old man next to him.

"Say something, I'm busy." The Dragon Master's tone was a little bad, as if he had
encountered trouble.

"All the harvest from the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain during this

period of time, except for the Thunder Split Space Special Thunder Meteor, I'll take it all away,
and I want 10% of all the next Spiritual Domain's output!" Lin Hao opened his mouth and went

straight to the point without half a word of nonsense.

The three dragon group captains next to him were all dumbfounded, their eyes
widened in disbelief as they looked at Lin Hao, this is no longer a lion's mouth, you're
swallowing a heavenly beast!

"Go on."

The tone of the dragon lord on the other end of the phone could not be heard, Lin
Hao continued to say what he had paid accordingly, these things were not taken for nothing.



Next, Lin Hao would promote a generic Illusionary Spiritist basic cultivation

method, divided into two levels, special for the dragon group, and another one to promote the use
of gong methods.

With these methods, one could quickly become an Illusionary Spirit Master, but
only if one had the talent qualifications, but this was at least a way to go, instead of having to feel
the stones to cross the river.

Also, Lin Hao would re-carve a Spiritual Domain Core Doppelganger, through
which he could control the situation inside the Spiritual Domain, which was much better than the
Heaven's Eye.

Lin Hao would also serve as the leader of the Dragon Group, and even more so as
the supreme instructor, teaching them hand in hand to carry out cultivation.

"Yes, I agree to your conditions, in addition, you get a system to divide the realms

a bit more, I believe there is more basic content after that." The wisdom of an old man, as well as
the cunning of a fox, leaked from the Dragon Lord's voice.

Although the Dragon Lord wasn't sure what opportunities Lin Hao had been given,
he was able to guess some, not to mention that the person designated by the five great saints in the
first place could be such a simple person?

"No problem, it's alright then hang up ah." Lin Hao hung up the phone decisively,
then looked at the dumbfounded three great captains and shrugged easily, "You see what I said
right, whether you guys are against it or not, it doesn't affect the outcome."



"Chief you're too good too, haha, I guessed this outcome, I'll go and load you up

with the Thunder Meteor right away." Vermilion Bird laughed and very attentively ran off to sort

out the thunder meteorites and spirit cores, ready to pack them away for Lin Hao.
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The two men, Nan Hu and Cang Wolf, looked at each other for a moment as you looked at me

and I looked at you.

"Starting from today, change the rules for entering the Spiritual Domain!"

The moment Lin Hao spoke, it was tantamount to a military order, Nan Hu and
Cang Wolf stood straight in a flash and pricked up their ears to listen carefully.

Lin Hao had changed the rules for entering the Spirit Domain, no longer limiting
the threshold for entering the Spirit Domain, however, 80% of the taxes needed to be paid!

And no more than a thousand spirit beasts could be hunted every month, Lin Hao
was also afraid that he was worried about damaging the ecology of the Spirit Domain too much.

As for the strongest people from other countries wanting to enter the Chinese
Spiritual Domain, no problem, a tax of ninety-five percent was required!



Lin Hao wants to excavate the lightning meteorites within the spirit domain
quickly, these people are no different from digging tool people, and the rest of the tax is their

salary.

"There won't be any problem with this ......, right? And can those people agree?
Not to say that their own people are going to make a fuss, the international estimate is even more
fuss."

Lin Hao's demands were really a bit excessive, as long as one was not stupid, one
could see that these rules were close to writing the words 'recruiting diggers, preferential
treatment', did he really think everyone was a tool?

Lin Hao did not respond to their objections, he was giving orders, not discussing
with them.

Since Lin Hao had the Dragon Master's approval and was in control of the core of
this spiritual domain, then naturally, everything would be Lin Hao's call.

Nan Hu and Cang Wolf reacted and hurriedly shut up and stopped refuting.

"Also counting from now on, every thirty days we need to close the spirit domain
for a week, otherwise I can't guarantee that anything will happen to the spirit domain."



"Next is the arrangement for the Dragon Group! The three groups will rotate every
other week to be stationed in the Spiritual Domain, while entering the Spiritual Domain for training
will rotate every other week, carry out the orders."

"Yes!"

The two men quickly left to make these arrangements, and Lin Hao opened the

door to his office to find Zhao Chen, Lin Yin and the four of them standing outside the office

waiting.

Seeing the few of them, Lin Hao was a little stunned, "What are you doing here?"

"Hello chief!"

The four stood up straight with a swish and gave Lin Hao a salute: ∠(°ゝ°)!

Lin Hao nodded, but it rang a bell, the Dragon Group only had three brigades, was
there an additional brigade?

The Dragon Group's four brigades, guarding the four directions, fulfilling the
same duties as the Dragon Sect, and to be honest the Dragon Sect really wasn't doing too well
now.



And the next thing was not just going to rely on Dragon Gate.

Lin Hao looked at the four of them, the others were fine, but Xiao Mu seemed to

look at Lin Hao with some displeasure, in short, he just wasn't very convinced with Lin Hao.

"Xiao Mu, I feel like you're not very convinced with me, huh?" Lin Hao raised his
eyebrows and looked at Xiao Mu.

"Humph!"

Xiao Mu coldly snorted and looked away, the meaning was self-explanatory.

"Quite arrogant, since you're not convinced, let's have a match and use your

strength to speak." Lin Hao was trying to test how much combat power was left after losing so

much of his Origin.

Xiao Mu was already arrogant, and with his status in the family and the military,
he naturally did not look up to Lin Hao, and being provoked by Lin Hao like this, he was even
more defiant, and agreed to do so at once.

"Let's fight, who's afraid of who!"



"Xiao Mu, don't be impulsive, the captain is very powerful." Zhao Chen frowned
and looked at Xiao Mu.

Within the Spiritual Domain, had he not seen Lin Hao violently beat up Long Yuan,
Xu Hongfeng and other family sons? Even the Illusionary Spirit Mage Xu Yanran among them

had let Lin Hao catch him in the act?

Although Zhao Chen was also quite displeased with Lin Hao's behaviour, he was
not so brainless.

Ye Yu, Lin Yin and the two girls also discouraged Xiao Mu, but it was Chen Kai,
who was wearing glasses and somewhat lewd, who showed an expression of eagerness to try.

"What are you afraid of! You Zhao Chen conceded, I won't concede!" Xiao Mu

snorted coldly and looked at Lin Hao: "It's fine to fight, but how can we do it without a prize! I'm
at your disposal if I lose, what do you say if you lose? Pao wu wu wu whisked the ground to love

the service??"

Lin Hao was a bit amused, even if he was a bit weak now, there was no way he
could really lose!
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"If I lose, you can be the captain, if you lose, you can do whatever you want for the rest of your
life! How's that?"



Xiao Mu nodded his head without hesitation, "Good!"

Lin Hao then looked at Zhao Chen and the others, "What about you guys? Dare

you take it?"

Zhao Chen and the others couldn't help but stare, especially Zhao Chen who

looked at Lin Hao in bewilderment, "What do you mean, Captain? Are you trying to take turns to

fuck us over?"

"Take turns? No, what I mean is that the five of you will be on together later." Lin
Hao was without the Xuan Yuan Sword, and the thunder origin had been drained away quite a lot,
including the life force that was so dense to the extreme.

But it didn't mean that he had now really become a flowery man.

Chen Kai waved his fist in excitement at the sound of this, ''Get it up! One against
five, roar hahaha, I like it!"

The gentle, long-haired Ye Yu kindly discouraged Lin Hao for a moment or two,
telling him not to take them too lightly and that it was better to fight Xiao Mu alone, but he
couldn't be persuaded at all, so Ye Yu didn't say anything else.

Including Lin Yin at this time was a little eager to try.



In the Spiritual Domain, Lin Hao had been a bully, but he had bullied all those he

could, but they more or less thought it was Xiong Er's fault.

The most important thing was that he could control and order the thunder beasts,
so they did not think that Lin Hao was that strong.

Don't look at how badly Lin Hao had bullied that Long Yuan, but in reality, any
one of the five of them could have beaten up Long Yuan, whose Dao Yin had fallen to the middle

stage of Grand Master.

Soon, news of Lin Hao's one-on-five fight spread, causing countless people to run
over in excitement to join in the fun, including members of the Dragon Group and the three great

captains, and many even stopped doing their own work to come and watch.

Vermilion Bird, Cang Wolf and South Tiger acted as the judges.

Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi were comfortably eating snacks next to each other without
any worries at all. Bear Two directly shrunk in size without interest and lay in Lin Ruoshi's arms

whirring and sleeping.

Nanhu was very surprised as to why Vermilion Bird and Lei Ling did not look a
bit worried.

Soon, Nan Hu also got the answer!



Lin Hao walked onto the tournament ground with both hands empty, standing with
his hands folded, and spoke indifferently, "Prepare to fight."

"Brothers open martial souls ...... ah shucks, sorry, wrong scene." Chen Kai
incomparably middle-aged yelled out, only to awkwardly realize that he shouted the wrong line.

Despised by the other team members, the good thing is that this critical moment

does not have any counting.

Xiao Mu and Zhao Chen were the front-runners, their bodies blossoming with a
dense aura, Zhao Chen's hand was a long sword made of condensed spiritual energy, while Xiao
Mu's was a black lance, even the colour of his aura was black and regal.

Lin Yin's aura transformation was somewhat bizarre, surprisingly it was a sniper
rifle, separated from Zhao Chen and the two of them, keeping an eye on Ye Yu and Chen Kai

around him.

Ye Yu's hands were waving incessantly, as intricate and full of beauty as a flower

hand, her aura constantly surging, although it was impossible to tell what was coming, it was
obvious that she was preparing a killing move.

So far, Lin Hao could probably tell that Zhao Chen, Xiao Mu and Lin Yin were all

Illusionary Spirit Battle Masters, without the ability to summon pets, but could condense their

auras into weapons for battle.



As for Ye Yu, the other party did not summon a pet and kept dancing with his

hands, so he was not an illusionary spirit mage or an illusionary spirit warrior.

The actual person who is wearing glasses, Lin Hao has not been able to tell what
type of illusionary spirit master the other party is? The actual fact is that you can't get a lot of
money from the company.

Lin Hao still didn't move, he was waiting.

"Chen Kai!" Xiao Mu shouted.

Chen Kai smiled lewdly and elegantly pushed the frames of his glasses, "Roger!
Action Little North Nose!"

As Chen Kai spoke, Lin Hao steeply perceived a harsh aura locking onto him

behind him and launching a ferocious attack on him!

Lin Hao dodged the attack with a side dodge, and a yellow figure swished past

Lin Hao, roughly the size of a large wolf dog, with sharp claws flashing with a cold light, it
seemed that the other party had just attacked the back of his own head!

Chapter 1996



This Chen Kai was an Illusionary Spirit Mage, so it seemed that this squad was really small and

full of guts.

"Set!"

The moment Lin Hao avoided it, Ye Yu acted as well, spitting out a simple word,
and Lin Hao was instantly enveloped in a burst of arcane purple light around his body, and a circle
appeared beneath his feet, directly imprisoning Lin Hao within it.

The moment Lin Hao was imprisoned, Xiao Mu took the lead wielding his spear

and bullying his way up, the tip of his spear erupting with an intimidating black light, the
yellow-haired thing that missed the first blow next to him once again redirected itself and

attacked towards Lin Hao once again, attacking in all vital positions!

"Captain Lin, you didn't expect that! You've been tricked! See my spear come out

like a dragon, breaking the heavens with a smile, hahaha!" Seeing that Lin Hao was imprisoned,
Xiao Mu was victorious, his spear was like a dragon, following like a shadow, heading straight for
Lin Hao's heart door position!

Lin Hao smiled, "You guys did work well together, if it was anyone else, you
might have really fallen for the trick as well."

Seeing Lin Hao's breezy and unhurried look, Xiao Mu felt a great insult and

couldn't help but mock, "Hehe, I'll see if you can still laugh when you lose and lose your face!"



Chen Kai was in charge of the sneak attack, Lin Hao would definitely have

avoided it, and Ye Yu was a formation master, early on he had laid a formation to trap Lin Hao in
the position he might have avoided, and at this time the battle masters swarmed on them, if it was
anyone else, they probably wouldn't even have a chance to fight back!

Unfortunately, they had met Lin Hao!

Buzz!

A holy white light lit up at the base of the purple light formation that Ye Yu had set
up, and the six-manifold formation emitted a dazzling light, instantly breaking through that

purple light formation that Ye Yu had set up!

Wasn't there a guy who had gone to Jinling to sneak attack Lin Hao before, just in
time, he got this formation from where the other side was.

With the aura of the Battle Master adding to it, this formation was instead even

more perfect.

Xiao Mu's lance was about to pierce the door of Lin Hao's heart, and that Chen

Kai's summoned pet's attack was about to arrive, but no one expected that this scene would

suddenly appear.



Lin Hao easily and effortlessly broke through Ye Yu's formation and dodged and

burst back, avoiding his opponent's attack, while Xiao Mu and that Chen Kai's summoned pet

sadly entered Lin Hao's formation!

In an instant, the six-manifold formation that was originally just a holy white light

suddenly sprang up with a silver lightning thunder that filled the entire formation!

"Ow ...... Holy shit, you're fucking cheating!" Xiao Mu had just entered the

formation, he screamed and shuddered, he didn't want to play like that, he was going to die!

Xiao Mu was not the only one screaming, Chen Kai was also twitching and falling

to the ground, screaming like he had been hit by a high-voltage electric wire, while twitching,
sparks were coming out of his body.

Chen Kai's summoned creature was trapped and twitching with electricity, and the
summoned creature was connected to Chen Kai's spirit, so Chen Kai also suffered.

Zhao Chen, Ye Yu and Lin Yin were all stunned.

"How!"

"The captain isn't just an Illusionary Spirit Battle Master! He's actually an Illusory
Spirit Formation Master!"



Lin Hao bristled, what's the point, if he hadn't been unable to summon a pet,
maybe he'd still be an all-rounder!

A few minutes later, Lin Hao withdrew the six-manifold formation, and the

summoned beast, which itself had a yellow hair, was now a charred, black, bald-haired earth

dog-like existence.

Only after a closer look did Lin Hao realise that Chen Kai's summoned creature

was actually a weasel, no wonder the bastard was lewd and cunning, a proper old cunt.

"You sneak attacked! That doesn't count!" Xiao Mu was so angry that his teeth

itched, "If you're a man, go head to head!"

Lin Hao looked at Xiao Mu speechlessly, full of disappointment, how on earth did

this bastard get into the Dragon Group?

Zhao Chen and the others helplessly held their foreheads, don't even look away
from their heads.

Was that too much to say? Just now, they were not thinking of sneaking up on Lin
Hao, and they were still in a five to one situation.

As it turned out, the other party was so dashing that they didn't even touch anyone,
but they got hurt first.



"If you say so, then let's finish the warm up and start!" Lin? Servant Yi Zero Lu

Wu Whisk? Hao didn't think anything of it either, his feet rushed up into the sky with his sword
qi!
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Lin Hao reached out and drew a circle in front of him, the circle flickered with thunderous light,
and a sword qi with sharp sword intent continuously sped out from the circle of light.

"Quickly, do it!" Zhao Chen was anxious, if he lost five against one, it would be a

disgrace to his family.

Zhao Chen roared and leapt up wielding his greatsword, cleaving away several

sword qi in the air, but he failed to advance even a fraction and was directly lifted out by an

explosion of sword qi.

The moment the sword qi exploded, it rampaged with sword intent and the

thunder power attached to it exploded, instantly paralysing Zhao Chen for a few seconds, before
the sword qi behind it exploded again, directly sending him flying off the battlefield.

In a battle between high fighters, not to mention paralyzing for a few seconds,
even a second is enough to separate life from death!



The moment Zhao Chen was knocked out of the battle, Xiao Mu came charging
again with his lance in hand, and that pet of Chen Kai's also leapt up three or four metres high,
fiercely turning his buttocks towards Lin Hao.

Lin Hao froze for a moment, taunt tactics?

He didn't think much of it, and waved his hand and sent a few more thunderous

sword qi straight at the yellow skinned one.

The yellow skinned man's butt pouted, followed by a loud booming sound.

Lin Hao was stunned: "Damn it ...... can still play like this!"

Lin Hao cursed, and without thinking, fled backwards as if for his life. That
weasel's attack was actually a fart!

Really. A fart!

A huge yellow gas filled the surroundings with a disgusting stench, and the

bottom line was that Lin Hao controlled several sword qi that had already reached the weasel.



The sword qi carrying the power of thunder exploded with sword intent and at the
same time sparks with lightning, so a commotion comparable to a missile explosion rang out, this
fart he directly exploded ah!

Lin Hao was so frightened that he ran for his life, this guy Chen Kai was not only
obscene, he was also a damn old cunt, his hands were too dirty!

The moment Lin Hao fled in disarray,? The moment Lin Hao fled in disarray,?
The close coordination of these people also began to work!

Ye Yu's hands never stopped as he constantly began to set up formations, even
though he couldn't trap Lin Hao, he made Lin Hao's movements become a little slower.

Lin Yin, as a long-range attacking Illusionary Spirit Warrior, carried a sniper rifle,
a bullet condensed from his aura, constantly blocking Lin Hao's room to move.

Zhao Chen gripped his greatsword to block Lin Hao's retreat, and Xiao Mu's long
spear assaulted him head-on, its cold aura intimidating, its spiritual power soaring to a terrifying
degree!

What drove Lin Hao the most crazy was that old cunt Chen Kai!

His summoned beast was farting around Lin Hao, but it was also attacking him
from time to time, especially in the lower three directions, so much so that Lin Hao almost
exploded all his sword qi, but it was too humiliating to think of being blown up by a fart.



He had to keep moving around to avoid his opponent's attacks.

Although it was a little tough, Lin Hao still didn't get attacked by the other side,
and compared to the five people on the opposite side, Lin Hao was as relaxed as could be.

Lei Ling looked at the scene and was furious: "This Chen Kai is too indecent! This
tactic is too dirty, I curse Dusty for not being able to find a girlfriend for the rest of his life!"

Nan Hu's face was similarly a little pale, "It's indeed too dirty."

"It's alright, the chief isn't enough is just all of them playing, winning them in

minutes, it's just a first class early stage Illusionary Spirit Master." Zhuque, on the other hand, was
full of absolute confidence in Lin Hao, not thinking for a moment that Lin Hao would fail.

"Go Daddy! Beat them to tears!" Lin Ruoshi waved her little fist in a milky, fierce
manner, loudly cheering for Lin Hao.

When Lin Hao heard his daughter's voice, he raised his eyebrows somewhat

helplessly, "Alright, since my daughter said that, I won't play so many fancy games with you

guys."

A strong and domineering thunder power suddenly emerged from Lin Hao's body,
encircling his circumference in a domineering manner, forcing back the strong attacking Zhao



Chen and Xiao Mu for a time, while Lin Hao rose up into the air, close to two hundred sword qi

flashing with intimidating thunder surrounding his circumference.

Everyone realised that something was wrong, Ye Yu instantly detonated the seven
or eight formations he had just laid, while Chen Kai was deadly motivated his summoned beast,
frantically ...... farting!

Chapter 1998

Lin Hao didn't make too many moves, his right index and middle fingers together pointed

towards the five people, two hundred sword Qi fell at the same time, surrounding all five people,
the sword rain fell with the momentum of a rainbow!

The dazzling sword light enveloped the surroundings, followed by an

earth-shattering explosion, the sweeping sword intent, coupled with the paralysing overwhelming
thunder, Zhao Chen and the others didn't even have a chance to resist!

The most deadly thing was, how many farts did that weasel let out, they all
became a mist, instantly detonated by the thunder on the sword Qi, a wave of Qi rolled and swept
over them!

Lin Hao had long since reacted, dodging and dragging Lei Ling up by the hand,
holding Lin Ruoshi and quickly dodging away.

Vomit~!



When it came, everyone onlookers, except for Lin Hao, were all vomited by this

weasel's exploding fart!

It was too damn disgusting ah, stinking to the point of being sickening, and the

explosion formed a wave of air that also carried the stench and electricity, one's hair was as
miserable as if it had been failed by the ferry, and it stank all over.

Out of the fog came Lin Yin's yell, "Chen Kai! I'll kill you!"

"Chen Kai, you've gone too far!" Even the mild-tempered Ye Yu was furious?
What's wrong with you? The girls who were watching, almost all of them rushed in, just to thrash
Chen Kai!

It didn't matter if it stank anyway, it didn't matter if it stank more, let's take it out
first!

As for the men, apart from vomiting like crazy, they were also gnashing their teeth,
wanting to tear Chen Kai alive.

Chen Kai's miserable screams were heard in the mist that had yet to dissipate, and
those who heard them were saddened and in tears.

"Tsk, how tragic." Lin Hao shook his head with a disgusted look.



Lei Ling saw the situation below and covered her nose filled with disgust, "Huh,
it's too disgusting, brother Lin Hao, let's hurry up and change the place, it's too scary this."

Lin Hao nodded, also, it was too disgusting, better hurry up and leave.

After all, weasel farts, mixed with the smell of filth vomited out by these people

around, it was so sour, it was killing me!

As Lin Hao and the others were preparing to leave in a hurry, a girl wearing the
same clothes as Vermillion Bird, with a dark, pretty face and her hair standing up and still

smouldering came towards Lin Hao and the others pitifully, "Chief ......"

"Who are you?" Lin Hao was startled, pulling Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling and

hurriedly backed up, why was this girl like she was struck by lightning.

Seeing Lin Hao disgustedly dodge backwards, Zhuque directly cried out, "Oooh,
chief, so love will disappear right?"

"Why! Why didn't you save me together ah, and even if you left, why did you

still lure that weasel towards me here, a fart and avalanche face ah."

Vermilion Bird was having a nervous breakdown at the moment.



"Cough cough, wasn't that my reaction?" Lin Hao was embarrassed, he didn't care
about that much at that moment.

Lin Ruoshi, on the other hand, covered her nose, "It's over Auntie Zhuque stinks,
this auntie can't be wanted, right?"

Zing!

Lei Ling nodded: "Indeed I can't have it, the smell is too heavy, I guess it might
not even wash off."

Lei Ling smoothly sprinkled another handful of salt on Vermilion Bird's wound in
a dashing manner ......

The vermilion bird is so aggrieved that it is bawling, hopeless, is this no one will
want it in the future, it all stinks! The most damaging thing is that now the vermilion bird himself

are lifted up himself, in addition to sad, more is given to stink and cry by himself.

Luckily, it was the beaten up Chen Kai who finally came over with his summoned

beast, Weasel, and got rid of the stench on everyone.

But the stench was gone, but the sourness of the stench they had vomited was still

there.



Even Xiao Mu was picked up and beaten up for a simple reason: "I want you to
pick a fight and challenge Lin Hao, wouldn't it have been possible if you hadn't provoked him?
Beat the hell out of you, you son of a bitch!"

The most miserable was Xiao Mu, who was beaten up so badly that he couldn't
get out of bed for a few days.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1999-2000
Chapter 1999

During this period of time, Lin Hao stayed inside the Dragon Group's compound outside the

Spiritual Domain of Thundershock Mountain, blocking off everything around him and not

allowing anyone to approach.

At the same time the Spiritual Domain also suspended its operations as Lin Hao
was re? Ai Yi Er Jie Dye Er Yi Pao? A new replica of a small control core is being inscribed with

an inscription, and the spirit domain will change accordingly according to the appearance of the

inscription.

As for those overseas trial teams were also blocked, although the resentment was
not small, but there was nothing that could be done, after all, at the current location, only the first
spirit domain appeared in China, the other places also showed signs of the appearance of spirit

domains, but did not really take shape, or the spatial entrance has not yet appeared.

Finally in half a month's time, Lin Hao used his sword intent to seal inscriptions,
hundreds of inscriptions were inscribed and completed, as they were replicated versions and

unsound, the function was naturally not as obvious as the effect of the inscriptions left by Lin Liuli.



"Phew, it's finally done, this half month's work wasn't in vain after all." Lin Hao
waved down the last sword mark, and the work of replicating the core was finally complete.

It was a cylindrical core composed of inscriptions emanating various colours of

light, each inscription on it had its own special utility.

The moment the core was completed, the entire spiritual domain trembled

violently, and at the same time Lin Hao felt an instinctive rejection, as the inscriptions within his
sea of consciousness kept flickering with light and wanted to break away.

Lin Hao hurriedly moved away from this replicated core, this was the emotion that
Li Kui had when he ran into Li Ghost and hated to devour the other party, and it also affected Lin

Hao.

Vermilion Bird, who was waiting outside the door, saw Lin Hao who opened the

door and came out, his eyes were wide and his whole body was stunned: "Chief you ......"

"Getting handsome again?" Lin Hao responded with a smile.

The vermilion bird silently took out the makeup mirror in his bag and handed it to
Lin Hao, Lin Hao's expression froze violently, how could he not understand the subtext of this

action of the vermilion bird?

He was asking himself to look in the mirror!



Lin Hao didn't take it, with a black face, he told Zhuque how to use the core and

left in a hurry, he hadn't left his room for half a month, he must be so handsome that he had a

beard scum and his body smelled so good that he vomited.

The trip to Thundershock Mountain is basically over. With the replica core in

place, the Dragon Team is able to control all changes within the spirit realm and even teleport

briefly through the core to designated targets within the spirit realm, the distance is shorter than
the real core, but at least it can have exact control over the spirit realm.

By the time Lin Hao had finished washing up and cleaning up, Lei Ling and Lin

Ruo Shi had also returned from shopping, and Lin Ruo Shi flew into Lin Hao's arms, happy as can
be.

Lei Ling also had a smile on her face.

"Let's go, get ready to go home, mum should miss you." Lin Hao hugged his

daughter with a face full of doting, Lei Ling spread her hands helplessly, sure enough, after having
a daughter, her sister didn't even smell good anymore.

"Captain, wait a minute!"

Lin Hao and the others, who had just gone out, saw five people standing at the

door, and weren't they Zhao Chen and the others.



Seeing Lin Hao, Chen Kai ran over with a lewd smile on his face and extended his
hand to shake Lin Hao's hand, "Ha, good morning captain, so what, when are we leaving, here are
the first class tickets we bought, give a reimbursement."

"Fuck off!" Lin Hao was so scared that a sword qi directly lifted Chen Kai out, this
guy was an old cunt than not to mention, once he remembered that this guy's summoned beast

was a weasel, and after the physical output was claws and the spell output was farts, he was simply
disgusted and could not look straight at this lewd man any more.

Chen Kai owed a miserable smash out more than 10 meters, the ground are a 10
cm deep drag marks, miserable ah!

Chen Kai got up from the ground with a sigh of resignation, his mouth chattering,
"What's the big deal? It's just a reimbursement for the airfare, you're the boss, if you want to be
reimbursed, who else can be reimbursed?"

"This is a work-related injury, I can't solve this matter with 100,000 or 80,000
yuan each ......"

Unfortunately, before Chen Kai could finish speaking, a sword Qi containing the

power of raging thunder hung above Chen Kai's head, like the sword of Damocles, which could
fall at any moment.

Chapter 2000

Chen Kai looked at Lin Hao and squeezed out a smile that was worse than crying, "Actually, I'll
just make a joke."



"Wimp! Spineless thing." Xiao Mu snorted coldly and stared at Lin Hao with an

unkind gaze, obviously extremely unconvinced, in his opinion, Lin Hao was able to win, but only
because of speculation? Lu Zha'er closed Wu Dyeing Di Ai? It was just a matter of taking a trick.

Zhao Chen handed a Thunder Space Stone to Lin Hao, something Lin Hao had
asked for earlier, and Vermilion Bird had even given more, 10,000 Thunder Meteorites as well

as two hundred Spirit Cores.

Lin Hao would basically not need to come to this spirit domain much in the future,
just the 10% of the proceeds every month would be enough for cultivation.

As for Zhao Chen's team of five, Lin Hao didn't bother with them, these few were

just like children who hadn't grown up, there was time to take care of them, spend more time with
his daughter it didn't smell good.

Lin Hao is ready to go to the airport to leave, however at this time outside the
spiritual domain came a group of people, these people have white and black, which also carry
strange things, the key to this thing Lin Hao is quite familiar with.

"Heh, is this the illusionary spiritist from China? What a trashy little cutie, such a
cute punch should cry for a long time."

An icy mechanical voice sounded, mocking in its words.



The one who spoke was the half-human, half-machine monster that led one of the
squads, his body covered with steel alloy, shining with a cold metallic light, full of heavy texture,
except for his face which was human, all parts of his body were cast in alloy, his back wings were
like angel feathers, and a spiral engine was installed on both feathers, capable of floating and
sweeping, suitable for fighting in complex terrain.

Lin Hao looked at the half-alloy human with some surprise, wasn't this the Wings

of Steel T3000? It just gave Lin Hao the feeling that it was completely different from the

previous Iron Wings T3000, it seemed stronger and was a bit like an illusionary spirit war

master.

It seemed that it was much easier for these Steel Legions to transform into
Illusionary Spirit Masters than for real human martial artists to become Illusionary Spirit Masters.

There was no need to ask, these were the teams from the overseas countries

preparing to explore the Thundersplit Mountain Spiritual Domain, Lin Hao hadn't expected that the
other party had come so quickly.

"You're looking for death! Do you know what this place is?" Lin Yin and Zhao

Chen burst out in anger, summoning their weapons almost immediately!

The other three had similar expressions, a group of foreigners had come to their

territory to show off their authority, this was something that was so humiliating, how could they

not be angry as Chinese people!



Ye Yu quickly waved his hands around, carving formations in the void, Chen Kai,
an old cunt, was getting ready to sneak in again, and even Xiao Mu was doing the same,
summoning his black spear out with great displeasure.

When they saw the Chinese Illusionary Spirit Master doing this, the group of
crooked people all snickered, full of disdain.

"This group of little trash is really cute, what? Don't you want to admit it? Then

let's go together and let me, Kevin, teach you what the ultimate power is!"

The T3000 Steelwing named Kevin opened his hands and two light sabres made

of aura and high intensity electromagnetism appeared in his hands, just like the Jedi swords in
science fiction movies, emitting strong electromagnetic interference.

A combination of science and cultivation!

"Mud, I can't stand it anymore, it's too damned infuriating!" Chen Kai, who had
wanted to stay put, couldn't help himself and cursed as his summoned beast, Fart King, appeared,
a yellow light flashed and the yellow-skinned man's sharp claws went straight for Kevin's face!

Chen Kai also wanted to sneak up on his opponent's lower third ah, but this guy
seems to be as hard as steel everywhere except his face is a human face, basically can't cut!



The moment Chen Kai made his move, Ye Yu activated the formation he had just

drawn, a red light lit up under Kevin's feet, trapping him in a flash, while seven columns of purple
light were arranged in the manner of the Seven Stars of the Big Dipper, enveloping Kevin.

Xiao Mu's spear flung and a streak of shadow appeared, and in a flash there were

several Xiao Mu's holding spears, so much so that one could not tell if that one was real or not!
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